
The Biosphere 

 
Hello Naturalists!  Today we'll be looking at the biosphere!  We've got lots of amazing living things on 
our planet, from the smallest seed to the tallest tree, the tiny snail to the great blue whale, and of course 
ourselves as well!   
 
-INSERT SNAIL, FLOWER, SALAMANDER PICTURE- 
 
In a few weeks, we'll be talking about how all of these living things interact with each other in a lot 
more detail, so today, let's focus instead on what we can find!   
 
Your mission today is to make a note of every living thing you can find signs of.  This might be by 
simply watching out your window, or maybe you have a yard to explore or can take notes as you take a 
walk (with your parents' permission of course!) 
 
As you explore, don't be afraid to get down closer to what you are looking at.  Put your face near the 
floor, the grass, or the side of a tree, and pretend that you are only an inch tall.  What do you notice?  
Check out some of the cool things our teacher naturalists found on their “micro” hikes! 
 
-INSERT TREE TRUNK, TINY SPIDER, INSECT GALLERY PHOTOS- 
When we looked closely at this tree trunk, look what we discovered! 
 
Think about the things that living things need to survive.  Our activities earlier this week may help you 
make that list.  Now, I want you to choose one living thing that you noticed, and write a story about 
what a typical day might look for that living thing.  What does it eat?  Where does it get its water?  
How does it protect itself from danger?  Feel free to get a bit creative, as long as you can back up what 
you're saying with observations about your living thing! 
 
---Fred+Allie story--- 
 
Fred and Allie have a special relationship in nature called “symbiosis”.  In lichen (pronounced “lie-
ken”), both the fungus and the algae benefit, or are helped, by the other.  We call this type of symbiotic 
relationship “mutualism”.   
 
But do all things get along in nature?  Absolutely not!  Think of a small animal that you might find 
bothering you on a hike.  Many of you probably thought of creatures such as ticks, mosquitoes, and 
chiggers.  For them, you are an important part of their life cycle.  For you, they're a pesky little 
parasite. 
 
Sometimes in nature, we'll see one living thing that gets along really well with another, but the other 
one is neither helped nor harmed by it.  If you've ever been on a hike and found lots of sticky little 
seeds on your clothes when you got home, you're familiar with commensalism.  Those seeds sure are 
annoying to pick off, but unlike ticks or mosquitoes, they aren't actually harming you.  Why would 
those seeds want to stick to you? 
 
---Food for thought video- apple core video--- 
 


